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ONE FREE 21 OZ. FOUNTAIN DRINK 
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 TWO FREE COOKIES

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 6 INCH

OR FOOTLONG SUB!

VALID AFTER SCHOOL MON-FRI 3-6PM
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A nerdy habit that I can’t seem to shake is compulsively 
browsing Border’s top novel lists. I scan through the best-seller 
lists and see how many books I’m familiar with. Last year, I spent 
most of my time checking on the status of The Kite Runner and 
A Thousand Splendid Suns, which is when I found The Dangerous 
Book for Boys. This sensational book slid right past Khaled Hosseini’s 
masterpieces to secure a number-one spot. 

The Dangerous Book for Boys provides old-fashioned lessons 
for males of every age. Shortly after the book’s success, The 
Daring Book for Girls came out and make a splash on the hit 
book list. So when thinking about this issue, months later, this book 
quickly sprung to mind as a light-hearted theme. Keeping with 
the motif of the book (lessons for boys to learn), we brainstormed 
some of the most important topics for students to catch up on, 
and wound up with sports, zombies, cars and etiquette. We did 
the legwork and researched these topics (a special thanks to 
Ricky Hooker’s great help with sports), and then Spencer Roach, 
Kareem Albaba, Chris Wells and I assembled the lessons in the 
easy-to-locate centerfold spread. 

For El Minuto, Kate Kilgore considers the correlation between 
tanning and depression while El Minuto continues with art, music, 
and athletic coverage. It has also expanded with a review page, 
which dips into the world of music, movies and technology. 
Clark founded the Evolution Page, which takes a peek back into 
the introduction of various winter sports. Later, Robyn Bortner 
debuts as a guest writer who reflects on her relationship with her 
grandmother. Anna Campanello explores the world between 
the young and the old with her interview of an older parishioner 
from her church. 

Being one of our more sentimental issues, we truly try to bridge 
the gap between older and younger generations, with a special 
emphasis on appreciating the differences. 

So whether you’re a hardline reader, avid mistake-finder or 
just a morning skimmer, we hope to recapture passing periods 
and long first hours. 
 

STAFF: Editor In Chief Spencer Roach Managing Editor Kelly Frye Business Manager Chris Wells Design Editor Alexandra Lutian 
Copy Editor Anna Campanello Staff Writers Kareem Albaba / Jessika Bollero / Catherine Clark / Brit Dickson / Ricky Hooker 
/ Kate Kilgore / Renee Wagner ADVISER: Chris Judson  PRINCIPAL: Dan Cunningham

THE AGE GAP:
Reflecting on the spirit of her grandmother and the 

wisdom that comes with years 
Guest writer Robyn Bortner / 9

THE DAUNTLESS BOOK FOR 
CONCORD:

Researched how-to’s regarding your manners, athletic 
knowledge, zombie fears and automobiles

Spencer Roach, Kareem Albaba, 
Chris Wells and Kelly Frye / 10

MERGING OLD WITH NEW:
Mary Therese Dahr spins some yarn about life in 50s

Anna Campanello / 16

On the cover: A replica of the Con and Hal Iggulden’s The Dangerous 
Book for Boys. Our version, which expands to both genders of CHS, 
features four lessons told in the Igguldens’ style.

DEPARTMENTS

On this page: Chris Bahena (12) reveals the true reason that tanning 
sales are up during January; the freezing temperatures of CHS merit 
an afterschool tanning session. Bahena, pictured above, is donning 
a long-sleeved dress during AP Calculus in order to stay warm 
throughout the class period.
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Depression and tanning salons

F E A T U R E
Guest writer Robyn Bortner  /  9

T A K E  A  M I N U T E  /  1 8

@  T H E  L A S T  M I N U T E 
All That Jazz /  1 9

§Kelly Frye



anuary is the first month of  the year that 
smacks you across the face, letting you realize 
what all happened the year before. January is the 
most depressing month of  the year, according 
to U.K. psychologist Dr. Cliff  Arnall. Maybe it 
is because people know that in the next month 
they will not have a valentine on Valentine’s 
Day. Maybe people are depressed because they 
spent New Year’s alone. Some realize that they 

have to go another year without someone they love or go on with the 
same issues being dealt with during the previous year. Some just do not 
think their trials and tribulations will ever diminish. 

Not only is January the most depressing month of  the year, but 
January 24 is known to be the most depressing day of  the year, according 
to Arnall in an interview with MSNBC. He has done research and even 
made a formula to calculate why the 24th is the most depressing day. 
The formula is: [W+(D-d)]xTQ.

           MxNA
The variables represent the following: (W) weather, (D) debt, (d) 
monthly salary, (T) time since Christmas, (Q) time since failed to quit 
something, (M) low motivational levels and (NA) the need to take action. 
Having a formula for the reason why everyone has depression cannot 
be completely true. Everyone is different and has different reasons why 
they are depressed. Therefore, the formula must be flawed and can not 
refer to everyone.

In January, it is gloomy outside, the sun is not out all that much 
and the sky is a dull grayish color. It is slushy cold, and there is not a 
whole lot to be happy about weather-wise. The weather is a damper on 
happiness. It may have a negative effect because if  it rains, one may not 

get to go sledding as planned. If  the roads are too bad one might not be 
able to go where one had planned because the weather is holding them 
back from having fun or getting things done. Depressing weather can 
equal sad people. There seems to be less daytime in January. It appears 
to stay dark longer and grow dark earlier. If  it is a bright and sunny 
day, it is much more difficult to be depressed. On a dark and somewhat 
lifeless day, it is much easier to be sad or upset.

January is also known for the month that most people go tanning. 
People tan because they are not satisfied with their current skin tone. 
Being satisfied with one’s outward appearance is very rare. One always 
seems to find something wrong with them or something that they 
would like to change about the way they look. Tanning may happen 
so often in the most depressing month because it is a stress reliever. A 
friend of  mine likes to go tanning to relieve her stress. She thinks it is a 
magnificent way to get happier. A tanning bed is like a coffin where you 
can place your problems and just leave them there. When someone goes 
tanning, that person is isolated in a lit box of  sunshine. As said before, 
it is harder for someone to be upset when things are bright. They have 
time to think and relax. Having time to think things over is great for a 
person that needs to sort things out and think things through. When 
they are done tanning, they come out refreshed and feeling better about 
themselves now that they have a tan. 

January is known to be the time for most people committing suicide 
and going tanning. The two seem to be very different subjects. Knowing 
that the most they both happen is around the same time of  the year 
shows that they are related in a way. This way is that people tan due to 
their depression of  their unsatisfactory of  their outward appearance 
and that January’s weather and smack in the face is depressing.
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More than just a tan
Exploring the correlation between the highest rates 
of suicide and the highest tanning sales

E L  M I N U T O

§ Kate Kilgore
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Sports
The weather may be cold outside, but CHS 

athletes are  just as active as ever. From 
McCuen Gym to the CHS pool, the winter 

sports season is approaching the biggest 
match-ups and the best games, including 

the girls swimming sectional meet tonight 
and wrestling regional  meet Saturday.

Top to bottom: JV boys basketball defense Chaunsey 
Fox (10) and Garrett Hawkins (10), Steven Ross 

(10) during wrestling, Tiffany Clements (10) diving, 
Ja Vontae Hence (11) during varsity boys basketball, 

Tracy Swain (12) girls varsity basketball, Stephen 
Houseman (9) swimming, David House (11) during 

varsity boys basketball. 

Rewarding 
great art

CHS has a wide variety of  students, some 
who are crazy about art. One contest that CHS’ 
art students have participated in is the Scholastic 
Art and Writing Awards. 

According to Scholastic.com, “The Scholastic 
Art and Writing Awards offer early recognition of  
creative teenagers and scholarship opportunities 
for graduating high school seniors.” 

Bob Bieber (art department chair) coordinates 
much of  the process of  getting ready to turn in 
hundreds of  students’ projects. 

“It’s hard to choose pieces, and sometimes we 
have to stop and re-look at pictures that we’ve 
already said yes to,” Bieber said.

Each student is allowed to send in five original 
pieces. 

“Scholastic pieces must be picked [January 
7th-11th], and turned in by the 16th,” Brandon 
Kurtz (art teacher) said. “We send them to 
Scholastic on the 18th.”

Students can receive three different awards: 
Honorable Mention, Silver Key or Gold Key. 
Kurtz received awards from his artwork.

“When I was in high school, I participated in 
Scholastic a lot, and received one gold key (which 
went to nationals), two silver and three honorable 
mentions,” Kurtz said.

Though Scholastic is a wonderful opportunity 
for students, according to Bieber, it is also a time-
consuming project for the teachers.

“Scholastic entries are due in January,” Bieber 
said. “It’s difficult because I have many intro 
classes in January, and their pieces are not worthy 
of  competition.”

Students can choose to turn in their artwork, 
though sometimes the teacher can recommend 
that they turn one in.

“The entire process is very competitive,” Kurtz 
said. “Many students won’t even get a mention.”

Students must be sure not to use pictures from 
the Internet since teachers cannot accept them.

“Bieber has been telling the entire art staff  
that we need to be strict in which pictures we pick 
because we cannot turn in art projects that are 
done by pictures on the Internet,” Kurtz said.

Students can turn in their original artwork 
and receive awards.

“As long as the students show a good 
understanding and good skills in computer 
graphics, then they’ll enter pieces and sometimes 
win,” Kevin Keltner (art teacher) said.

However, many pieces are entered into the 
contest, and thousands are on display for the 
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards.

“Everyone--students, faculty and parents-- 
should all go and look at the art that is put on 
display during Scholastic,” Bieber said.

§ Caytee Clark
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Friday
9:14 p.m.

P i c t u r e  a n d  t e x t  b y 
A l e x a n d r a  L u t i a n

Dan Cunningham (principal) hands out medals of  recognition to the seniors on the homecoming 
court. Here, Amber VanderReyden (12) and Jeremiah VanderMolen (12) receive their medals with joy 
and appreciation. The homecoming competition resulted in winners Amy Jackowiak (12) and Tyler 
Huxford (12). Both students were crowned, Jackowiak by previous basketball homecoming queen 
Mikala Ellsworth, and Huxford by Mike Lakner (12). The second half  of  the game began soon after 
the crowning, and the team came out with a heroic win.

Solo and ensemble season underway

“This year was my first solo. It was very stressful but worth the experience.”
–Sarah Earl (12)

“I took a silver. I wasn’t too happy about it. I competed in group three, and I’ve been working 
on it since August.”
–Matt Christophel (9)

“It’s not about being the best but being your best and competing to show your passion and skill for 
music. I feel that we all did an equally great job and I’m glad to know we’re going to state.”
–Tiffany Patcheak (12)

“Contest was and always is a great experience, and the ensemble was very motivated to go to state.” 
–Andrew Witkowski (10)

“Solo and Ensemble contest is a different competition in that you’re not competing against other 
groups, but rather yourself. With that said, I think we did pretty well.”
-Evanna Rodriguez (12)
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Abandoning their -core roots, Job for a Cowboy is continuing their career 
by attempting to establish themselves as a pure death metal band: no more 
breakdowns, no metalcore-style riffs and (thank goodness) no pig-squeal 
vocals.

There is really nothing incredibly terrible about their second album Genesis. The 
problem is nothing stands out either. In spite of  the polarizing opinions on their first 
album Doom, it was chiefly agreed that for the metalcore genre, it was unique. With 
this new death metal style, JFAC have lost their individuality and there is not quite 
enough to set them apart from other death metal bands.

The constant double-bass kicks and blast beats from the drummer make their music 
sound like sloppy white noise, undistinguishable from numerous other death metal 
bands.  Perhaps even worse were the lyrics that sound like a depressed 13-year-old’s 
poetry. Their intent might have been to sound deep and mysterious, but the lyrics just 
sound like... well, “Mere Filth.” Vocalist Jonny Davy seems to play it safe. His vocal 
pitch never changes, plodding along on a generic course. It is death metal vocals 101: 
nothing terrible but never exceeding above mediocrity. Considering how much hype 
was created by Myspace devotees searching for something new, mediocrity can only 
be seen as disappointment. 

As substandard as the album was, it was at least better than the pig-squealing. Or 
maybe not.

§Jessika Bollero

Gadget fans salivate at the announcement of  the Consumer Electronics Show. Video game enthusiasts covet the thought of  attending the 
Electronics Entertainment Expo. Apple devotees? The mere thought of  listening to Steve Jobs announce even the smallest of  an update 
sends them into a fury of  Safari-refreshing. During the Macworld Conference and Expo earlier this month, I must admit that I was among 
the rest—passionately keeping track of  three different websites on my iPhone, skipping part of  class, breaking all the rules—just to make 

sure I didn’t miss a word. 
It was completely worth it. Every fanboy was on the edge of  his seat and every fangirl’s heart was pounding as Jobs began with the introduction of  

the Time Capsule storage drive, transitioned to the iPhone, iPod and AppleTV updates, and jumped to the announcement of  the iTunes movie rental 
service. Finally, an hour into the presentation, Jobs announces what the entire industry had been anticipating: a subnotebook worthy of  the title “World’s 
Thinnest Notebook.” Flaunting a remarkably thin three-fourths of  an inch at the base, wedged down to .16 at the latch, the MacBook Air was what 
everyone had been waiting for. 

Unfortunately, that is not what this review is about. 
The MacBook Air will not be released until next month, so I’m afraid I’ll have to bore you with a review of  an Apple product that is just as 

revolutionary: the iPod touch. Released three months after the iPhone, the iPod touch is everything its big brother was, only without the features that 
made the iPhone so attractive. 

The iPod line was in desperate need of  an update, and with the iPod touch, enthusiasts finally got the widescreen, WiFi-
equipped media player they had been waiting for. The iPod touch comes with all the same media playback specifications as the 
rest of  the iPods, along with the amazing new Cover Flow browsing, allowing for scrolling through covers of  your albums like 
a physical CD collection. 

Examining it from a software standpoint, the iPod touch is severely lacking compared to the iPhone. The original release 
model was released without the Stocks, Maps, Weather, Mail and even the Notes applications. Granted, they are now available, 
albeit for a steep $20. The Calendar application is also crippled compared to the iPhone version; the option of  adding new 
events has been mysteriously removed, allowing only for syncing with iCal on your Mac. The Safari web browser is the iPod 
touch’s strongest application; it provides a full browser capable of  displaying entire web pages, as long as a wireless connection is 
available. Although the browser isn’t capable of  playing Flash videos, a dedicated YouTube application is available for late-night 
viewings of  the latest Harry Potter Puppet Pals. 

The hardware is obviously a step down from the iPhone’s; no cell phone antenna means no nationwide data access, only in spots 
with wireless internet, slightly limiting its use. Also missing is the camera, another strange exclusion on Apple’s part, the internal 
speaker and hardware volume buttons. Less components does mean a smaller size, and the iPod touch is close to half  the thickness 

of  the iPhone, giving it an almost fragile appearance. 
Overall, the iPod touch is a much needed and well-received update to Apple’s iPod line, and although it doesn’t quite compare to the iPhone, it is 

certainly worthy of  the title of  the best iPod. If  you’re in the market for a new cell phone, skip the iPod touch and get the iPhone, but if  you’re stuck in 
the middle of  a current plan, the iPod touch is a sure bet. 

§Kareem Albaba

Delightful banter, brutal honesty and the awkwardness of  getting knocked up while still in high 
school are all displayed magnificently in the indie-turned-mainstream film Juno. Directed by Jason 
Reitman, credited most recently for the dark comedy Thank You for Smoking, and written by Diablo 
Cody, Juno trails the life of  Juno MacGuff  (Ellen Page), a strange tomboy with a vocabulary straight 

out of  the Midwest. The film follows Juno through pregnancy tests, almost abortions, finding parents to adopt 
her child, throwing up blue slushies and much more while still having all the elements of  a good movie: comedy, 
drama, tension and good music.

The elements in this movie are typical, yet the ways they are portrayed are almost invisible in mainstream 
cinema. Juno does not cry when she finds out she is pregnant. She handles it more maturely than most adults. 
The adoptive parents (Jennifer Garner and Jason Bateman) are found in the local PennySaver. The writing, 
Cody’s first screenplay, uses hilarious phrases, such as Juno telling a dog to “shut your frickin’ gob!” The 
dialogue sounds like a high school student wrote the entire script, which Page delivers with a superb and quirky 
elegance, while still managing to be sweet once in a while. 

Another charming element of  the movie is the cinematography. The opening credits consisted of  a Kimya 
Dawson song and an animated Juno walking around town drinking Sunny-D. The last scene is Juno and her 
best friend/boyfriend/baby’s daddy (Michael Cera, aka George Michael of  Arrested Development), playing guitar 
and singing “Anyone Else But You” by the Moldy Peaches. The soundtrack, an indie paradise, includes songs 
by Kimya Dawson, Belle and Sebastian, Cat Power, The Velvet Underground, Buddy Holly, Sonic Youth, The 
Kinks and many more. 

Juno seems to be a breath of  fresh air from the P.S I Love You’s and Cloverfield’s which are captivating 
audiences for all the wrong reasons. To see Juno is to make Juno your new favorite movie. Or at least top five. 

§Anna Campanello
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In freestyle racing, any 
technique is allowed as 

long as it is human 
powered and on 
skis. In a classic 

race, skating 
techniques are 

prohibited.

 In the Netherlands, ice skating 
was considered proper for all 

classes of  people to participate. 

 Since hockey is a full 
contact sport and body 

checks are allowed, ice hockey tends 
to be a dangerous game. 

Ski troops played a key role in 
retaining Finnish independence 
from Russia during the Winter 
War, and from Germany during 
the Lapland War.

Summertime occupations for snowmobile 
enthusiasts can also involve drag racing on grass, 

asphalt strips, or even across water. People who 
ride them commonly 

are known as 
snowmobilers.

Sculptures from ice can be 
abstract or realistic, and 

can be functional or purely 
decoration. Ice sculptures 

are generally associated with 
special or extravagant events 

because of  their limited 
lifetime.

It involves, in the simplest 
terms, riding down 
any terrain available. 
This could include the 
beginner’s first time down 
the bunny slope, or riding 
down a 60 degree slope in 
the backcountry.

Little or no jumping takes 
place in this discipline. 
Free carve equipment 
is a hard boot and plate 
binding system with a true 
directional snowboard that 
is usually very stiff  and 
narrow to facilitate fast 

and responsive turns.

The Evolution of Winter Sports
Ice skating- 1180

Military skiing- 1200

Cross country skiing- 1300

Ice hockey- 1527

Ice scupture contest- 1940
Snowmobiling- 1916

Free ride snowboarding- 1965

Alpine snowboarding- 1970
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The values of a
Goshen College education

(800) 348-7422
admission@goshen.edu

www.goshen.edu

To see the latest news at CHS, go to http://jlab140.wordpress.com. The 
site contains photos, videos, sound clips and articles on a variety of  topics. 

The Minute staff  would like to thank our patrons for their time, understanding and business. Without their support this publication would not be possible. So, please 
support the above businesses. For any parties interested in advertising with The Minute, please call 574.875.6524 ext. 86140 or send an email to Jlab140@gmail.com. 
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Living 
with 
Grandma
19151915 is the year I associate with the beginning 

of  World War I, Typhoid Mary and the Mexican 
Revolution. Compared to the fast pace of  today’s 
technology-driven world, 1915 seems closer to 
antiquity than contemporary. Most of  the time, I 
don’t equate World War I with my grandmother, let 
alone remember it occurred during her lifetime.

Seventy-four years separate 1915 with 1989 and 
years are worlds apart. All my life, I’ve grown up with 
Grandma living just down the road and she never lets 
me forget how quickly life changes. This spring, in 
one but a few concessions to a body of  92, she moved 
into the bedroom my sister recently vacated for a 
college dorm. It’s been a bit like living with a very 
friendly historical artifact.

Most of  the stories I’ve heard a hundreds of  
times, but now and then, I get a new one. For example, 
just last month I learned for the first time that she 
spent the Second World War in Trinidad. I learn 
more details about long-dead family members—like 
my aristocratic great-grandfather who ran away 
to Canada at fifteen—and new stories about family 
members still living. They’re stories from a history 
book come to life; I learn not just the facts, but the 
firsthand thoughts and emotions. 

Much of  the 21st century life still puzzles 
Grandma. The Internet is a giant mystery; when 
she wants information, she turns to her full 1964 
edition of  the World Book. She makes all her phone 
conversations short, because she comes from a time 
when each second was expensive. While she’s mastered 
the television, changing the setting to receive the 
Dish or watching a movie takes far too many steps. 

Living in the Great Depression and raising four 
children has made her excessively frugal; compared 
to her, even a conservative spender like myself  seems 
unwisely liberal with money. Sometimes, Grandma 
embarrasses us by making remarks not necessarily 
politically correct by today’s standards. I often tell 
her, “Grandma, you just can’t say that!” and remind 
myself  that she’s not intentionally being racist or 
ethnocentric, but expressing the social norms of  a 
time long past.

But despite the gap 74 years has created between 
us, there are many things that haven’t changed. 
At the family card table—even through a violent 
round of  Spoons—she holds her own against her 
competitive descendants. We share an eerily similar 
taste in movies, and political discussions with her 

always turn into highly energized debates. Most 
importantly, though, 92 years has taught Grandma 
a lot about simple living. The precision in which she 
understands even people she’s never met amazes me. 
Even if  I don’t see it at the time, her characterizations 
almost always turn out to be true. Better yet, she 
always has the right words for both my victories and 
my defeats.

It’s easy for us to dismiss the old and frail. It’s 
harder to remember that even though they can’t run 
and jump, they possess the brilliant minds with keen 
insights that only experience can give us. I only hope 
that if  I live to be 92 and lose all sense of  technology 
and social norms, I can still retain the remarkable 
spirit displayed by my grandmother. 

Photo and text by Robyn Bortner
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In honor of  the newly-
popular books The Dangerous 
Book for Boys and The Daring Book 
for Girls, which provide old-fashioned 
lessons for the young and old alike, we have 
compiled a few lessons that we believe every student at 
CHS should learn. Ranging from parts of  grammar to directions 
for making a go-cart, The Dangerous Book for Boys covers a plethora of  topics. 
For this issue, we focused on the best set of  lessons for CHS. First, 
we take a nostalgic peek back to the era of  good etiquette, which is now applicable 
during a fancy dinner. Next, we look at CHS’ most confounding sports, followed 
by intense instructions for surviving a zombie invasion. We end with the basic structure of  
cars and directions on changing a flat tire. Our goal: to recapture passing periods and long first hours. 

Book
for

The
Dauntless

Book
for

The
Dauntless
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How to dine with elegance

Living in Elkhart doesn’t present much opportunity to practice 
formal etiquette, but in case you move up the social ladder, go to a 
fancy dinner or get a high-profile job, here are some tips to survive 
a formal dinner.

Before the Dinner
Check the invitation to determine the appropriate dress code.
o Casual: A girl can wear a skirt and sweater; a guy, tie and a 

blazer (or a nice sweater with tie).
o Semi-formal: A girl can wear a shorter cocktail dress; a guy, 

a business suit.
o Formal: A girl can wear a longer dress (below the knee); a 

guy, a business suit.
o Black tie: A girl can wear a long gown; a guy, a tuxedo. Be 

sure to keep your colors elegant (black or blue are always 
acceptable).

o For all scenarios, women must wear heels.
You will typically be seated next to or across from your significant 

other. The host will be seated at the end of  the table. Your host will 
determine when to sit, so watch the host.

During the Dinner
First, place the napkin in your lap. Please note, a napkin is not 

a tissue, and therefore, it should never touch your nose (unless of  
course the traditional after-dinner game of  cops and robbers ensues, 
and you are assigned the part of  the bandit, in which case it is 
completely appropriate to tie the napkin around your face). Do not 
worry about the place settings. You will only use one at a time, and 
the servers will remove anything not used. Your biggest glass is the 

water glass. Your server will ask you about any remaining beverages, 
and remove any glasses you do not use. Gage your dinner to the cost 
of  your hosts when ordering.

When your food comes, you must eat it, even if  you despise it. If  
you truly can not eat the food, be sure to play around with it, placing 
small portions in your mouth to show your hosts you appreciate their 
gesture. The only acceptable excuse for not eating is a severe allergy. 
In this case, politely decline.

When eating, only cut your meat one piece at a time. This will 
make dinner a lengthier process, but that is the point. This is also 
why you should speak every four to five bites, even if  your comments 
are not substantial. Your hosts invited you because they enjoy your 
company, not because they enjoy watching you eat. 

Basic protocol forbids elbows on the table. Also, keep your dinner 
talk light. You may cross your ankles, but never your legs, ladies.

After the Dinner
You may cross your silverware to indicate to your server that 

you are finished with a particular course. 
Men have distinct expectations, including opening all doors, 

pulling out chairs, standing whenever a female enters or exits, and 
all other acts of  chivalry. Ladies should not refuse these acts; let the 
gentlemen be gentlemen. 

To show your host your sincere appreciation, send a thank-
you note within five days of  your dinner. If  you wait longer, you risk 
forgetting this simple token of  gratitude. 



Y ou’re yelling at the referee, but you have no 
idea why. Too often during athletic events, 

the rules and point systems are a mystery to 
the common spectator. By reading this guide to 

understanding CHS’ most confusing sports, you will be able to attend a number of  sporting 
events and understand why that swimming official is carrying a gun, why that lacrosse goalie is 
being assaulted and why that wrestling team is getting points even though no one was pinned.
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Swimming is more than kicking your legs and flailing your arms 
wildly, despite what your YMCA instructor might have told you. 
The sport is pretty straightforward.

There are a series of  races of  varying lengths and strokes, 
and the objective is to swim the fastest, or at least not the slowest. 
In regular meets, the team typically has three swimmers in 
each individual event, but there may be more if  there are JV 
swimmers, or fewer if  the team doesn’t have enough swimmers 
for the event. For relays there are four swimmers per relay team. 

There are four strokes in organized swimming: backstroke, 
breaststroke, butterfly and freestyle. The events in a swim meet 
consist of  one of  the four strokes or all of  them (an individual medley 
if  it’s swum by one person or a medley relay if  it’s swum by several 
people) and a set distance (one length of  the pool is 25 yards).

A swimmer doing the backstroke starts in the water and presses 
off  of  the side of  the pool, elongating her body, and propelling 
herself  by performing a series of  strokes in which her arms rotate 
past her head, down through the water and continue throw the air 
until finally reaching the water again.

The breaststroke is performed by extending your arms out 
in front of  your body, then pulling your hands through the water 
towards your body in the shape of  a circle, and extending your arms 
with your hands pressed together in a prayer-like position (actually 

praying may or may not improve your performance). Meanwhile, 
you kick your legs like a frog--extending them as your hands move 
forward and drawing them up when your hands are praying.

The butterfly is a stroke in which the swimmer stretches their 
arms and legs straight in front of  and behind them; then they press 
their hands down and outward through the water while their knees 
bend and head rises out of  the water. Next the swimmer’s arms are 
flung forward and away from the body in a sweeping movement. 
While the knees are straightened, the hips are pressed backward and 
the head re-enters the water.

The freestyle actually has no required form, but usually the 
chosen method consists of  intermittently reaching your arms in 
front of  you and dragging them through the water to your waist, 
while fluttering-kicking your legs behind you in small, shallow 
movements. If  all if  this seems confusing, look at the pictures. 

Scoring may seem a little confusing, but do not worry: it is easier 
than the strokes. The swimmer finishing first gets six points; second, 
four points; third, three; fourth, two; fifth, one; and last, no points. For 
relays, the first-place relay receives eight points, second place receives 
four points and third place receives two points. The other relays receive 
no points. The team that finishes with most points wins the meet. 
That’s swimming. It’s not that difficult once you get past the points 
and the strokes. For a really confusing sport, try diving.

Scoring 

The Strokes

How to swim like a champ

Spor ts :

THE BACKSTROKE

THE BREASTSTROKE

THE BUTTERFLY

THE FREESTYLE
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How to play lacrosse

How to follow a wrestling meet

CHS’s newest club sport might be mystifying, but the rules are 
fairly straightforward. The object of  the game is to score the most 
points, at least one more than the other team. A 6-by-6 goal + rubber 
ball = point. No penalty shots, no three pointers, nothing but the 
single goal. Sound simple enough? 

There are four basic positions for the ten players: one goalie, 
three defensemen, three midfielders and three attackmen. The goalie 
defends the goal and prevents the other team from scoring, since 
the same equation applies to your opponents also. Defensemen assist 
the goalie in stopping the other team’s progress and are usually 
restricted to the defensive half  of  the field. Attackmen stay past the 
midfield line and do what the other team’s defense is trying to stop: 
get the ball in the goal. Midfielders are defensemen and attackmen 
puréed in a blender. They better be good with a crosse (stick) and 
have enough endurance to cover both the defensive and offensive 
halves of  the field. 

At any given time, each team can have ten players on the field. 
Substitutions are allowed at any time, although it is best to substitute 
at a time when the play is slow. During a substitution, the benched 
player runs through two cones at the midfield lines, and only then can 
the replacement enter the field through those same cones. Obviously, 
there will be a time when only nine players of  the team are on, and 
this is called man down defense. 

Games consist of  twelve-minute quarters, with two-minute 

breaks in between and a ten-minute halftime. Each quarter begins 
with a face-off. The ball is placed between two players of  opposing 
teams, then the referee blows his whistle to signal the start of  the 
game. The two players try to grab the ball by placing their stick over 
the ball and flinging it back to their teammates. Play then begins, and 
players use the crosse to catch, throw, and run the ball down the field 
to the other goal. The goalie is the only player allowed to touch the 
ball with his hand. The ball stays in constant play unless it goes out 
of  bounds, in which case the other team receives possession. 

The most confusing aspect of  lacrosse are the acceptable attacks 
and fouls. Permitted checks include: 

1) The slap check -- the opposing player can be hit while the 
opponent has the ball, is catching the ball, is throwing the ball or 
right after they have thrown the ball 

2) The poke check -- the opposing player can be pushed away 
with the head of  the lacrosse stick to keep them from catching the 
ball  

Personal fouls consist of: 
1) Slashing -- the use of  excessive force, cross checking or hitting 

an opponent with the handle of  the crosse 
2) Tripping -- obstructing the opponent below the waist
Personal fouls result in a one to three minute penalty in a penalty 

box. A maximum of  five fouls are permitted before the player is 
ejected, sometimes forcibly, from the game. 

Superman wears spandex, so it has to be sexy, right? Admit it, 
you may laugh at those wrestlers, but inside, you wish you were as 
gutsy as they are. Don’t even sweat it: with this guide, you’ll be able 
to follow a wrestling meet, although we can’t guarantee you’ll look 
good in spandex. 

A typical high school wrestling match has three two-minute 
periods. The objective during this six-minute period is to accomplish 
one of  two tasks: to pin your opponent (to force your opponent’s 
middle of  the back or shoulder blades on the ground for two 
seconds) or to score more points than your opponent in a particular 
match.

To score individual points during a match, you must accomplish 
one of  these tasks:

1) A takedown, where one wrestler forces the other to the ground 
while saying in-bounds, which is worth two points

2) An escape, where the defensive wrestler causes the offensive 
wrestler to lose control while staying in-bounds, which is worth one 
point 

3) A reversal, where the defensive wrestler gains control of  his 
opponent from the defensive position, which is worth two points 

4) A near-fall, where one wrestler comes close to pinning the 
opponent, which is worth two points if  it occurs for two to four 
seconds or three points if  it occurs for five or more seconds 

When trying to score points or a pin, you should remember other 
wrestling rules. For example, at the start of  a match, the wrestlers 
both begin by standing. When the play goes out of  bounds, the clock 
will stop, and if  one wrestler is in an offensive position, then he 
will remain in the offensive position even though play went out of  
bounds. 

At the start of  the second period, one wrestler (whoever wins 
the colored disc toss at the beginning of  the match) will choose 
whether to start in an offensive, defensive or neutral (standing) 
position. In the third period, the other wrestler will also get to 
choose. In addition, if  a match is tied after the three periods, the 
match will go into overtime. 

One of  the unique aspects of  high-school wrestling is that it 
functions as a individual sport and a team sport simultaneously. 
The CHS wrestling team consists of  14 wrestlers who fall in the 
following weight classes: 103, 112, 119, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145, 152, 
160, 171, 189, 215 and heavyweight (maximum 285). In order for the 
team to win, the individual wrestlers must collectively score more 
team points than the other wrestler.   

A wrestler scores six team points by pinning his opponent, five 
by defeating his opponent by 15 or more points (a technical fall), four 
by defeating his opponent by 8-14 points (a major decision) or three 
by defeating his opponent by 1-7 points (a decision).
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WHAT IS A ZOMBIE?
A zombie is the undead counterpart of  a human. What were once 
people are infected by a mind-altering virus of  unknown origin. The 
infection causes the subject to search the streets for more hosts in 
which to spread itself. Contrary to popular belief, zombies do not 
possess any super powers, unless it is the infected body of  Superman. 
A zombie can be identified by its limited mobility and intelligence, 
along with its discolored appearance and surrounding mass of  
zombie buddies. 

PREPARE YOURSELF
The first step to surviving the end of  days is to be ready before it 
happens. Have a zombie kit ready and make sure to include:

1. Food—enough non-perishable food items to last several 
weeks

2. Water—a few days’ supply is essential
3. Flashlights—these inexpensive tools can be the difference 

between zombie infection and zombie detection
4. Weapons—anything can be used as a weapon, especially in a 

mall
5. Duct tape—from restraining infected party members to 

impromptu construction work, this item is effective and 
efficient

6. HAM radio—any survivors will be using the airwaves to 
communicate, and you should too

7. Auto repair kit—who knows when you’ll get a flat (see next 
page), but Murphy’s law says it will happen when you’re 
surrounded by zombies. 

8. Gas—escaping an infected city will be difficult without some 
good ol’ black gold 

The second step in outliving the ensuing zombie invasion is to develop 
a plan—and several backup plans. In choosing your survival location, 
consider the area’s assets and weaknesses. First, be conscious of  the 
availability of  food, water and other necessary supplies; you don’t 
want to survive a zombie invasion just to die of  starvation in the 
Arctic. Additionally, think of  the defensibility, secrecy, seclusion and 
esapability of  your haven. 
The last step in preparing your survival is to arrange your 
transportation. Of  course in a true emergency, any vehicle is 
desirable, but if  you have options, consider the pros and cons of  each 
mode of  transit and decide which is best for your plan. 

1. The bus
o Strengths: great for plowing through zombies on 

a freeway, and internal mobility allows riders the 
comfort of  walking around

o Weaknesses: easily tipped over in highly-congested 
zombie crowds, poor maneuverability, gas hog

2. The sedan
o Strengths: very accessible, good gas-mileage, 

provides for high speed escapes on clear roads
o Weaknesses: easily stuck, poor defensibility, limited 

space
3. The truck

o Strengths: defensible, great for transporting supplies 
and materials

o Weaknesses: provides little space for riders, excessive 
use of  gas

4. The armored car
o Strengths: perfect defense, spacious back area for 

sleeping, supplies or refugees
o Weaknesses: gas hog, slow, hard to find, target of  

theft attempts from other survivors
5. The motorcycle

o Strengths: great gas-mileage, easily stowed and 
hidden, maneuverability

o Weaknesses: no defensibility, no storage space

SURVIVING
You’ve got all the leg work done, now how do you survive? Hide. 
This is the ultimate game of  hide-and-seek in which losing means 
you mindlessly walk the streets in search of  human flesh. Live off  of  
your supplies and don’t leave your fortress. Inevitably supplies will run 
out, you will be found or your safety will otherwise be compromised. 
When this happens, move with caution and to maximize your 
chances, move in a group with weapons and ammunition. Decapitate, 
dismember or explode anything moving. For best results, do all 
three. There will be other survivors, and it is best to avoid them. Just 
because you are both able to brush your teeth doesn’t mean you are 
friends; these people are out for their survival and that may mean your 
demise. Remember supplies are limited and the remaining refugees 
will resort to survival-of-the-fittest tactics. Just ask Darwin.

How to survive a zombie invasion

WE ALL KNOW IT’S GOING TO HAPPEN. One day you will wake up and everyone you know 
and love will be a zombie. When that day arrives, countless panicked citizens will take to the 

streets in attempts to find safety. The difference between you and them will be your vast knowledge of  
how to survive a zombie invasion. However, the question remains, where do you learn such knowledge? 
Lucky for you, we’ve compiled a fail-proof  guide to outlasting the zombie apocalypse.

Congratulations, if  you follow these guidelines you will survive Armageddon. Just remember, 
zombies exist and they will plague the earth, and if  you wait until then to act, you will be too late. 
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How to change a tire

As yet another bizarre dream fades away, 
you roll over and read 7:40 on your 
alarm clock. After throwing on clothes, 

you leap into your vehicle and hurry toward 
school.  In a futile attempt to somehow make 
it to school in the alloted time, you run over a 
nail and pop one of your tires.  After reading 
this guide, you will not make it to school on 
time, but you will know how to fix your flat 
tire.

stop the car calmly, pull over and park on the side of  the road. 
This may seem like a patronizing instruction, but it is a necessary 
one, similar to the first step in AA. Then, it is time to retrieve the 
necessary supplies: the spare tire (it is located underneath the hood 
of  some vehicles but can differ from one vehicle to another), the jack 
(used to pop the vehicle up -- located under the hood of  my vehicle), 
the leverage pipe (can be used to assist in the removal of  lug nuts and 
also located under the hood), a lug wrench and a flashlight (which 
may not be present in your vehicle) if  the flat tire occurs at night.

place a large object (a large rock, perhaps) in front of  the front 
wheels to ensure that the vehicle will not roll when jacking up the 
vehicle. Finally, to conclude the introductory phase, remove the 
hubcap (the disk that covers the wheel) if  it interferes with the 
removal of  the lug nuts and loosen (but do not remove) the lug nuts 
(the nuts used to keep the wheel on the vehicle).

that the set-up is out of  the way, it is now time to jack the car up. 
Use your owner’s manual to place the jack at the appropriate place, 
and place the jack on a hard surface. Because the spare tire should be 
larger than the other three tires (due to it having more air), jack up 
the vehicle more than what is needed to remove the flat tire. Then, 
take the lug nuts off  (put them in a safe place so you will not lose 
them) and take the tire off.

next step is to place the spare tire. If  unsure about the direction it 
should face, the side with the air pressure valve will face outward. 
Then, put the lug nuts on again and tighten them in a criss-cross or 
star pattern to ensure that the tire will be tightened evenly. Then, 
lower the vehicle and remove the jack.

tighten the lug nuts more. Use the leverage pipe if  necessary, and 
while you may look stupid, it is perfectly okay to stand on the leverage 
pipe to ensure that the lug nuts will not come off  while driving. 
Put the hubcap back on if  it was removed, and put all your supplies 
away. The spare tire is only a temporary replacement for an actual 
tire, so be sure to drive to the nearest tire shop to either fix the flat 
tire (if  possible) or buy a new one.

At this point, first hour will be a distant dream, 
but at least your car will be functioning. 

CONDUCT
your own research.

IMPROVE
the lives of others.

TRANSFORM
your future.

www.bsu.edu
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	 Having	known	her	throughout	junior	high,	she	welcomed	me	into	her	
home	with	literally	open	arms.	She	commented	on	how	big	I	was	getting,	how	

surprised	she	was	that	I	was	driving,	how	old	it	made	her	feel.	It	was	like	going	
to	Grandma’s	house.	After	offering	me	a	drink,	I	sat	down	across	from	her	on	

a	fuzzy	green	couch.	I	inspected	my	surroundings.	Her	living	room	included	a	
record	player	and	an	old	piano.	It	was	the	most	comfortable	I	have	ever	been	in	

a	stranger’s	house.
	 Dahr	has	lived	quite	the	life.	Growing	up	in	St.	Louis,	Missouri	and	

attending	an	all-girls	Catholic	school,	her	life	was	sheltered,	but	nonetheless	
interesting.	Dahr	started	dating	her	husband	after	she	graduated	high	school	

and	they	were	set	up	by	neighbors.	
	 “We	went	on	a	blind	date,”	Dahr	said.	“We	went	to	a	show	and	out	to	

pizza	afterward.	We	did	that	for	a	while.”	She	laughs.	“They	had	places	you	
could	dance.	They	had	nice	dance	music.	That	was	about	as	wild	as	it	got.”

	 The	education	in	St.	Louis	consisted	of 	mostly	public	schools,	a	few	
parochial	schools,	but	also	several	private	all-boys	and	all-girls	schools,	like	the	

one	Dahr	attended.
	 “Most	of 	them	are	still	there	as	all-girl	schools	and	all-boy	schools,”	

Dahr	said.
	 The	curriculum	for	the	high	school	was	something	to	be	desired.	The	
choice	for	electives	were	art	and	music,	something	students	today	would	cringe	

at	the	very	thought	of.	
	 “You	had	your	choice	of 	French	or	Spanish.	You	had	your	choice	of 	
chemistry	and	biology,”	Dahr	said.	“After	you	had	your	algebra	I	and	geometry,	

you	could	choose	if 	you	wanted	to	add	algebra	II	or	trigonometry	You	could,	
but	you	didn’t	have	to.”

	 Students	were	required	to	take	two	years	of 	Latin,	but	could	choose	
if 	they	wanted	to	continue	with	the	dead	language	along	with	two	years	of 	

Spanish	or	French,	or	just	take	the	latter	languages,	a	path	Dahr	chose	for	
herself.	

	 As	far	as	college	went,	women	weren’t	necessarily	encouraged	to	
attend.	

	 “I	don’t	think	[they	were	encouraged]	like	they	are	now.”	Dahr	said.	
“Some	of 	my	friends	went.”

	 In	a	class	of 	thirty-one	girls,	about	half 	of 	them	went	on	to	college,	
the	main	reason	being	jobs	for	women	didn’t	require	a	college	education.	

“Most	of 	the	jobs	back	then	that	women	had	were	secretaries,	telephone	
operators,”	Dahr	said.

The	men	however,	were	more	encouraged	to	go	to	college	as	they	are	today	
because	they	were	the	providers	for	their	families.

“For	a	man,	I	don’t	think	it	was	as	hard	[to	get	a	job]	as	it	would	be	now.”	
Dahr	said.	“It	was	the	man	that	needed	to	go	to	college,	not	the	women.”

Dahr	commented	that	when	it	came	to	marriage,	women	either	waited	until	
they	were	graduated	from	college	(if 	they	attended)	dropped	out	or	quit	their	
jobs.	

“If 	they	were	working	they	quit	working,”	Dahr	said.	“They	would	either	
quit	going	to	school	or	not	get	married	until	they	were	graduated.”

Technology	has	never	come	easy	to	the	past	generations.	Dahr,	however,	has	
adjusted	well	to	cell	phones	and	computers.	She	also	thinks	it	is	important	for	
young	people	today	to	know	about	modern	technology.

“I’m	old	enough	that	if 	I	don’t	[understand	technology]	I	can	make	it	
through,”	Dahr	said.	“I	think	high	school	students	and	grade	school	students	
[should	know	this]	because	if 	they	don’t	they	are	going	to	get	kicked	out	of 	
the	business	world	because	people	are	going	to	be	so	far	ahead	of 	them.”

Dahr	also	has	many	modern	technological	trinkets,	such	as	a	DVD	player	
and	a	digital	camera.	

“My	kids	decided	I	really	needed	[a	digital	camera],”	Dahr	said.	“I	kept	
saying	I	didn’t,	but	they	got	me	one.”

Computers,	however,	still	confuse	her.
“I	enjoy	looking	stuff 	up,	doing	Google	Earth,”	Dahr	said.	“As	far	as	being	

real	good	on	computers,	I’m	not.”
When	I	mentioned	cell	phones,	she	got	a	smile	on	her	face.
“I	don’t	know	how	I	could	live	without	mine.”	Dahr	said.	
She	went	on	to	say	how	she	could	take	pictures	on	it	and	how	if 	she	actually	

read	the	instruction	manual	she	would	be	able	to	figure	out	a	lot	more.	She	
even	has	an	earphone	for	when	she’s	driving.	

“I	felt	much	safer	once	I	had	the	phone.”	Dahr	said.
Dahr	spends	a	lot	of 	time	with	her	children	and	grandchildren.	She,	along	

with	many	other	elders,	have	recalled	and	appreciated	the	simpler	times,	while	
still	being	able	to	adjust	to	the	conveniences	of 	the	modern	day.

I walked into Mary Therese Dahr’s house and I immediately knew she was a grandmother.
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Voodoo
Dead
Mutated
Immortal
Witchcraft
Rotting
Cannibalistic
Frankenstein
Slurred
Tattered 
Starting
Vacant
Expressionless
Revenge
Morgue
Freaky
Creature
Attack
Mournful
Horror
Devour
Taboo
Transformation
Indulge
Infection
Supernatural
Night
Living dead
Sleepless
Impervious 
Immune
Decapitation
Monster
Outbreak
Panic
Stumble
Sulky
Groan
Scar
Blood
Stirring
Torn

Top 10 most expensive cars in the world
10. Aston Martin Vanquish
9. Lamborghini Murcielago
8. Rolls-Royce Phantom
7. Maybach 62
6. Mercedes SLR McLaren
5. Porsche Carrera GT
4. Koenigsegg CCX
3. Pagani Zonda C12 F
2. Ferrari Enzo
1. Bugatti Veyron

Top 10 manners you should follow when 
eating at the table
10. Do not use a toothpick or apply makeup at the table
9.  Do not eat spaghetti with your fingers
8.  Keep elbows off  the table
7.  Always say please and thank you
6.  Hold your fork with your left hand and your knife 
with your right
5.  Once a utensil touches the table, it should not touch 
it again until it has been washed
4.  Use a napkin instead of  your hand or shirt
3.  Place your napkin on your lap; don’t leave it on the 
table
2 .Wait until everyone is seated to start eating
1.  Turn off  cell phones before sitting at the table

Word Bank
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LISTENING BACK to music from the 50s, it is easy to hear changes in popular music 
from then to now.  In jazz band, though, little has changed. • 1948: The second year of  CHS’ ‘swing’ band 
played between acts at the Senior Class Play, at several amateur shows, at P.T.A. and at the Goshen County 
Fair under the direction of  Mr. Gibson.  They were also invited to play the Veteran’s Hospital in Marion, 
Indiana, but were not able to attend due to weather conditions. • 1980: The 23-member jazz band, directed by 
Mr. Gerald Bordner, not only had several concerts at school, but also played at the mall and at home basketball 
games. • 1981: Traveling to Washington D.C. with the band, the Jazz Ensemble, composed of  25 members, 
participated in a nationwide high school jazz contest.  They also played as a pep band during basketball 
season.  In addition, they performed for various community functions such as the Santa Claus welcoming 
celebration at the Concord Mall. • 2002: The Jazz 1 band performed in downtown Indy for Jazz Intersections 
in Circle Center Mall.  Other events during the year included Christmas Spec, Carnival, and CHS’ own unique 
Jazz Café. • 2008: The current Jazz band plays in various festivals and invitationals, dresses up in red and 
green sequined jackets at Christmas Spectacular, competes in ISSMA, performs at CHS’ own Jazz Cafe and 
Carnival and tours the elementary schools with the dance team and choir.
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When I listen to Jazz music, the spirit of it really intrigues me.  When I see students get the same feeling of excitement, it’s a great moment to share.-Steve Peterson (director) 


